Genetic divergence has been a hot topic in plant breeding in recent decades, and still is. It should be understood as the divergence of the gene pool of a population from the gene pools of other populations, which can be due to mutation, genetic drift and selection. Hence genetic divergence describes genetic divergence within the population, and as such is not the same as phenotypic divergence (or diversity, as it is usually termed---hereafter we will only use the term divergence), which describes divergence within the population in terms of phenotypic traits.

Unfortunately, all too often, genetic divergence is misunderstood as phenotypic divergence (Anjani [@CR1]; Arriel et al. [@CR2]; Bisht et al. [@CR5]; Bose and Pradhan [@CR6]; Debnath et al. [@CR8]; Gashaw et al. [@CR11]; Goswami et al. [@CR12]; Hossain [@CR13]; Kabir et al. [@CR14]; Khan et al. [@CR15]; Kumar [@CR16]; Shanmuganathan et al. [@CR23]; Singh et al. [@CR24]; Thayumanavan et al. [@CR26]). This approach can be found in interpreting experiments with a pool of genotypes being studied in terms of various plant and crop traits, and a simplification is made that if two genotypes are similar in such a multivariate phenotypic way, they are genetically similar. Therefore this line of thinking suggests that if members of a pool of genotypes are diverse in terms of many traits, they are probably genetically divergent over much of the genome.

The idea of associating phenotypes with genotypes is somewhat basic and common in plant breeding, as well as in the history of plant domestication carried out through the selection of better plants for agricultural use. The recent widespread use of molecular markers has been helpful in establishing the direct association between phenotype and genotype. This has been carried out for several reasons, including mapping genes and quantitative trait loci (QTL), and the evaluation of divergence and genetic distance among species accessions and their relatives. However, several reports have shown that the correlation between morphological traits and genotypes is relatively low (Bar-Hen et al. [@CR3]; Bernet et al. [@CR4]; Kwon et al. [@CR17]; Lefebvre et al. [@CR18]; Tommasini et al. [@CR27]). In addition, some morphological traits, for example maize flowering time (Buckler et al. [@CR7]), have been shown to be controlled by many loci. Different morphological traits might therefore have different levels of indication about genetic divergence. Compared with morphological traits controlled by single major genes, the phenotypic divergence computed from complex morphological traits controlled by many genes would therefore better reflect genetic divergence.

The problem is that what here constitutes a basis for such an interpretation of genetic divergence is actually phenotypic divergence within the pool of genotypes. Is there any evidence that large phenotypic divergence is equivalent to large genetic divergence? It is well established that the phenotypes of a given genotype vary from environment to environment, and from replication to replication in one environment. Furthermore, in some cases the high divergence of phenotypes is intrinsic to the species. Tomato is a classical example of a strong contrast between phenotypic and genetic variability, since this plant species exhibits considerable morphological divergence whilst its genetic divergence is reduced, and it is estimated that tomato only has around 5% of the variation shown by related species (Miller and Tanksley [@CR20]). Even the major domestication characteristic of tomato (increase in fruit size) is due to mutations in about six QTL (Tanksley [@CR25]), in particular QTL *fw2.2*, which by itself is responsible for about 30% of the fruit size phenotype (Frary et al. [@CR10]). Interestingly, although the domestication process for this species has been severe, leading to a narrow genetic base, it is still possible to find several morphological markers for almost all characteristics (e.g. shoots, leaves, fruits, flowers). The divergence in morphological markers is so large that it was possible to produce linkage maps (Rick and Yoder [@CR22]) which were and are still used by geneticists and plant breeders around the world, associated with maps of modern molecular markers ([www.solgenomics.net](http://www.solgenomics.net)). Although it is possible to identify a large number of morphological markers in tomato, the related genes represent a small percentage of the total gene pool of commercial cultivars. As an example, it is possible to cite some classical markers such as *potato leaf (c)*, *Beta (B)*, *white flower (wf)*, *yellow flesh (r)*, *anthocyaninless (a)*, *hairless (h)*, among others ([www.tgrc.ucdavis.edu](http://www.tgrc.ucdavis.edu)).

On the other hand, it is also possible to identify cases where the converse occurs, e.g. when plants express considerable morphological similarity, but are genetically very different. A typical example is the Chalco race of teosinte (*Zea mays* ssp. *mexicana*), which is a maize-mimetic weed (Wilkes [@CR28]) found in maize fields of Mexico. This weed looks very much like a maize plant up to the stage of flowering; however, the isoenzyme profiles of Chalco teosinte and maize plants are genetically divergent (Doebley et al. [@CR9]). This suggests that Chalco teosinte can adopt a phenotypic disguise from convergent evolution of the phenotype to avoid being weeded out, whilst still retaining its genetic difference. Therefore, in the same way it cannot be said that phenotypic distance can be used as a replacement for measuring genetic distance, or that genetic distance can be used as a replacement for measuring phenotypic distance.

Therefore, the choice of traits to include in the determination of phenotypic divergence also counts, and for various sets the same pool of genotypes will differ in this divergence. This means that phenotypic divergence should be analyzed and discussed in a particular context, given by traits constituting the basis for a coefficient describing the divergence.

Let us consider an example from an actual experiment. Eighteen parental lines of F~1~ hybrids of winter oilseed rape based on the CMS *ogura* hybridization system were examined. The genetic polymorphisms of the lines were analyzed using 597 random amplified polymorphic DNA, amplified fragment length polymorphism and isozyme markers. In addition, the lines were evaluated in a field experiment in two locations, in two years (2002/2003 and 2003/2004), where the four combinations of location and year were treated as environments. The experiments were laid out in a randomized complete block design with four replications, conducted at the Experimental Station of Wielichowo in Zielęcin (52°10′N, 16°23′E) and Plant Breeding Company Strzelce Ltd in Borowo (52°07′N, 16°46′E), Poland. The following phenotypic traits were of interest: seed yield, pod length, number of seeds per pod, thousand seed weight, beginning of flowering, length of flowering, content of oil, palmitic acid, stearic acid, oleic acid, linoleic acid, linolenic acid, eicosenoic acid, and alkenyl glucosinolates (gluconapine, glucobrassicanapine, progoitrine, 4-hydroxybrassicine, total alkenyl glucosinolates and total glucosinolates).

The Mahalanobis distances (Mahalanobis [@CR19]) between the lines, determined using these traits, can be treated as phenotypic similarities between the lines, established separately for the four environments. The phenotypic divergence can be interpreted in the context of the above-mentioned phenotypic traits. The genetic similarity between the pairs of lines was determined using the Nei and Li ([@CR21]) coefficient. Thus, these two distances can be thought of as indices of phenotypic and genetic divergence, respectively. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that they do not have to be related at all: genetic divergence was associated with phenotypic divergence only in Zielęcin in 2004, while for the three other environments no such association was detected. It can also be seen that the phenotypic divergence varies from environment to environment, and that even relationships among phenotypic distances in two environments do not have to be linear and strong.Fig. 1Associations among genetic similarities of *B. napus* L. lines and phenotypic (Phen) distances determined in four environments (*B3*, *B4*: Borowo 2003 and 2004; *Z3*, *Z4*: Zielęcin 2003 and 2004, Poland). A locally weighted regression line is superimposed over the panels to help grasp the relationship between the corresponding variables

The basis of morphological and genotypic divergences or similarities could be considered as a complex genetic system. Differences among varieties of the same or distinct species may be due to allelic variation and differential gene expression associated with morphological and non-physiological traits, in addition to the genotype-by-environment interaction of each individual locus, which can create much phenotypic divergence and noise. Phenotypic divergence reflects a small fraction (often unknown) of the genes and environmental interaction, which are in general strongly affected by the environment. However, genetic divergence evaluated with molecular markers provides a more precise and potentially more representative portrayal of divergence for the genome as a whole, but this will depend upon genomic coverage.

So, why should the two terms be mixed up and phenotypic divergence be treated as genetic divergence? The bottom line is that the latter can---and usually does---affect the former, but so does the environment. These two terms are not equivalent, so it would be beneficial to stop equating phenotypic and genotypic divergence as always representing the same measure of divergence.
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